1. Introduction* The object of this note is the proof of the following :
THEOREM. Let C be a dosed Jordan curve in the z-plane which possesses a corner of opening πct, 0<j*5^2 at 2=0. Suppose that this corner is formed by two regular analytic arcs γ a and γ h : for unrestricted approach, where c=li This theorem was stated by L. Lichtenstein [2] and [3] , but proved only for the case that a is irrational. He remarks, however, that it is most likely true for all α, 0<α^2, but that his proof does not yield this result. In the following a simple proof based on a different approach is given for the complete theorem 1 .
2. Lemmas. In the proof of theorem we shall make use of the following two lemmas. LEMMA 1. Suppose Γ is a closed Jordan curve with a corner at 2=0 of opening πa, 0<α^Γ2, and that each of the two arcs forming the corner has bounded curvature in the neighborhood of z=0. If ιυ=g{z) maps the interior D of Γ conformally onto the angle 0<Carg w<Cπ<x, so that #(0) = 0, then for non-tangential approach, ( 2 ) lim -9-vy-=μ exists and μ=M) . *-o z This is just a weaker statement of a well known result [4, 5] (2) holds under more general assumptions on the arcs which form the corner 83(i S. K. WΛRSCIIΛWSKI and for unrestricted approach [5, p. 427] Proof. Let 5 be the angle α + 3<arg w<β-3, 0<2<5<j2-α. About sδ we describe a circle c of radius r which is contained in and tangent to a side of the angle α-h < arg^r< arg/5-. Clearly,
Since \t\<\t -w\ + \w\ and \t -w\ = r for t on c, we have max
G(t)
and the last expression approaches 0 as w-*0 in B. This proves (3). (4) We now impose a further restriction on δ and thus on r. There exists a /Ό>0 such that z=A(t) and z=B(t) have analytic and univalent inverse functions t=a(z) and t=b(z) in |2|^£p. We take 5 so small that We apply now Lemma 1 to the curve Γ, which has a corner of opening 2ctπ, 0<2α<2, at ί=0, formed by the regular analytic arcs O V B V and OγB[. Hence, for non-tangential approach, t->o t μ exists and 0<|^|<OD. Next, observing that the mapping w=φ(t) preserves angles at t = 0 and applying Lemma 2 to the inverse F(w) of φ(t) we find that in any angle -7rα-f-ε<arg w<7rα -e (0<ε<7rα):
Hence, in any sector \avgt\<πβ, \t\<V, where 0</9<α and 7 is sufficiently small, (iii) By applying the same argument in which the arc OB takes the role of OA we find that (6) holds in any curvilinear angle formed by OB and any Jordan arc j' in Δ which has a tangent at O making an angle πβ with the tangent to OB at 0. Since β may be taken so that the two curvilinear angles overlap, we obtain (4), and this completes the proof. 
